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The future is brighter
than you think
There are challenges coming our way. But don’t despair. Amid the gloom,
the consumer sentiments WGSN sees emerging are uplifting and positive
Looking at the macro trends for 2021, I feel
both affection and empathy – along with
a hefty dose of admiration – for the future
consumers. They face challenging forces
shaping how they will feel and behave.
One constant for everyone, regardless of age, is
a sense of overwhelming pressure. Whether it’s
work productivity or social media likes, there’s
a relentless expectation on people to be, and
do, better.
Added to this is an epidemic of hate bonding,
with people forming quick and close bonds
over shared dislikes. Social media accounts fan
the flames, with the toxic end results of a rise in
online bullying and hate crimes.
Here’s where my admiration comes in.
Despite these powerful forces of negativity,
the consumer sentiments that shine through
for 2021, are a force for good. Individuals are
proving themselves to be better than the world
around them.
In this white paper, we outline three emerging
consumer sentiments, and show how brands
can align and engage with these customers.
The most striking one for me is a Deep
Kindness that’s developing as a backlash
against the hate culture. Surrounded by
a swirl of negativity, one cohort of future
consumers – the Kindness Keepers – is
seeking a counterbalance. Brands that display
authenticity and humility will resonate.
A business that can admit its faults and show
a long-term commitment to corporate social
responsibility will have impact.

There’s a similar spirit of progressive change
coming from the Market Makers. Found in
the rising youth populations of Africa, India
and Southeast Asia, this cohort is feeling
emboldened. These young people are
experiencing a wave of optimism that will
result in social and political change – and
it’s infectious.
The brands that will win with them are the ones
that open up new and novel paths to purchase.
Encouraging peer-to-peer trading and exploring
retail opportunities in new and exciting ‘third
spaces’ will be key.
The third sentiment in this white paper may
not be as obviously positive as the first
two, but for me, it charts an optimistic way
forward for brands. Feeling the weight of
pressure and an overabundance of choice, The
Compressionalists are seeking to declutter and
simplify their lifestyles. For brands, this is an
incentive to streamline the product offering,
clean up the digital experience and utilise
artificial intelligence and machine learning to
great effect.
For more information on how WGSN can help
your business, please visit lp.wgsn.com/insight
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Overview

2021
People and planet
under pressure
Income polarisation, the confidence of China and the planet at breaking
point will define the consumers of the future. Only by understanding the
challenges will brands navigate and survive

As we approach 2021, we know that the path to
purchase is continually shifting and becoming
hyper-fragmented. Even the direct-to-consumer
markets, which have seen phenomenal
annual growth, are seeking opportunities
to future-proof themselves against shifting
consumer priorities. More so than ever, that’s
the shift that matters – it’s no longer a path to
purchase, it’s a path to people.
WGSN’s annual Future Consumer white
paper analyses macroeconomic and societal
drivers to understand how consumer desires
and spending powers will evolve. This research
is layered with the emotional sentiments
that are set to have the greatest impacts on
consumer mindsets.
Our proprietary blend of demographic analysis
(who your buyer is) and psychographic
research (why are they buying) is distilled

into three consumer groups that will drive
sales and engagement in 2021. Aligning with
these mindsets will be the difference between
growth and stagnation.

The future drivers
Before we introduce the key consumer
groups for 2021, we need to understand
what’s shaping their daily lives. What are their
challenges and opportunities and how can
companies create products and services that
will react to these diverse needs?
WGSN’s global research teams have
segmented the drivers into People and
Planet. Taking a considered approach to
these overarching shifts will inform how
business leaders innovate to remain relevant,
in what is likely to be an increasingly
challenging environment.
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2021
Macro drivers
Climate gentrification
Ageing population
The end of more

Climate change adaptability

Increasing automation
China power shift
The great economic divide

Resources dwindling

China continues to lead
in artificial intelligence (AI)
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Driver One:

A planet at
breaking point
The end of more
As low-impact consumerism becomes
mainstream and interest in sustainable
processes and products rises, attention
will shift to reducing the amount of new
raw materials being introduced into the
supply chain.

of consumer more likely to challenge
how a purchase impacts the planet. The
EU’s Circular Economy Mission to India in
September 2018 found that the reducing
resource depletion could “unlock $0.5tn for
India by 2030”.

With global material resource use expected to
more than double by 2050, and high-income
countries currently consuming 10-times more
per person than low-income countries, we will
need the equivalent of 1.7 Earths to maintain
our current levels of consumption.

Climate change adaptability

This presents an opportunity for brands to
not only evolve this critical consumer-led
relationship, but also generate estimated cost
savings of €600bn by 2030 in Europe alone.

As shifting climatic boundaries and extreme
weather events reshape urban areas and
communities, opportunities will emerge to
engage these markets with new goods and
services, and for brands to take a lead in
creating design-led solutions. Sectors with
raw materials already under pressure from
climate change, such as coffee and beer, are
acting to ensure they can adapt.

The circular economy has been valued as a
trillion-dollar opportunity, and brands that
start planning, researching and innovating
now will gain a market edge with a new breed

As businesses adapt to a more conscious
consumer, they will also have to adapt to
how climate change will impact supply
chain, availability, real estate and changes in
market demographics due to migration.
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Starbucks has a ten-year $500m investment
fund for research into climate-resilient beans,
open-sourcing what it learns to spread best
practice faster and supporting adaptation
training for farmers via eight centres across
three continents. Similar responses to drought
and threats to barley crops can be seen in the
brewing industry.
Climate gentrification is an increasing concern.
In real estate, flooding and intense heat is
beginning to reshape climate-challenged cities.
In Miami, signs of gentrification are appearing
in poorer, elevated areas. Neighbourhoods
located four metres above sea level are
experiencing above-average house price rises.

In the US, Flagstaff, Arizona, is seeing an influx
of climate refugees from Phoenix and Tucson,
confirming a 2018 World Bank report which
forecasts how internal climate migration will
reshape nation states.
On a human level, climate change is
beginning to have as measurable an impact
on consumer well-being as economic and
political uncertainty has in the last few years.
Psychologists and mental health professionals
are referencing climate anxiety as a growing
stress factor.
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Driver Two

People power shifts
The great economic divide

Demographic polarisation

There will be increased polarisation around
income, with spending power among the
middle class in developed economies
continuing to weaken. Income inequality is
growing, and the gap between the wealthiest
and the poorest widening.

In many parts of the world, the population is
living longer at a time of falling birth rates. This
scenario is starting to cause intergenerational
friction as younger people are faced with
picking up the increased tax bill for the cost of
long-term elderly care.

In developed regions such as the US, Western
Europe, Japan and urban China, middle-income
groups are under pressure. Ageing populations
and increasing automation will continue to
restrict spending power and limit confidence.
The response will be the elimination of the
middle market, with reinvention and disruption
in the value sector.

Insurers Fidelity estimates that healthcare
fees during retirement would cost a US couple
now aged 65 an average of $280,000. In the
UK, two-fifths of the National Health Service
budget is spent on care for over-65s. In China,
a study published in January 2018 estimated
that long-term care costs for the elderly will
have doubled by 2030. Keeping fit and healthy
for as long as possible will be a long-term aim
for individuals and the state.

More diverse value propositions, which are
agile enough to respond to specific and volatile
spending priorities, will win in this environment.
Beyond issues of social justice, income disparity
matters because it restricts economic growth
for countries with higher median income levels.
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) estimates that rising
income inequality between 1990- 2000 took
nearly nine points off GDP growth in the UK,
and between six and seven points in the United
States, Italy and Sweden.

In the meantime, generational inequality
continues to widen. Following the 2008 global
financial crisis, European youth was at greater
risk of falling into poverty than the elderly. In
Europe, the median wealth of those aged 16 to
34 is now just 10% of that of 65-year- olds. In
April 2018, UK think tank Resolution Foundation
recommended that every Brit turning 25 should
receive a £10,000 grant to close the gap. In
the US, the median net worth of households
headed by a 35-year-old was $11,000 in 2016,
compared to $224,000 for one headed up by a
65 to 74-year-old.
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China power shift
China’s confidence as a leader in technology
and brand creation will continue to grow,
resulting in a shift in the impact of its influence
in the world. That confidence will bolster
Chinese businesses to create better targeted
domestic brands for local consumers.
As the Chinese consumer becomes more
satisfied with local choices, international brands
will need to rethink their market approach,
putting speed and innovation at a local level at
the heart of any business’s market proposition.

China continues to lead from the front in
artificial intelligence (AI). In 2017, it submitted
four-times as many AI-related patents and
three-times as many blockchain and cryptorelated patents as in 2016.
China currently owns the largest share of global
supercomputers, essential for analysing the
huge amounts of data that enables advanced
AI. China’s human resources in this area
are also likely to put it ahead of the rest of
the world – the number of STEM graduates
leaving university every year in China currently
outnumbers the USA by eight to one, according
to the World Economic Forum.
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